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ABSTRACT: Live P2P streaming has been widely used
in recent years because of its scalability and low costs.
At the same time, it meets some new challenges that
centralized systems never faced, for example, churn and
content pollution. It is the first paper which uses stochastic
activity networks (SANs) to model and analyze push-
based live P2P streaming systems from the users’ point
of view. The model provides a new line of thinking to model
push-based live P2P streaming, which enables the effect
of churn, pollution and buffer size to be studied
simultaneously. It explains why there is a gap between
theoretical results in previous studies of content pollution
in P2P streaming and the observed effect. It also points
out the threshold of buffer size for non-significant QoS
improvement.
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1. Introduction

With the growth of requirements on live multimedia services
for a large population over the Internet, P2P streaming
has been widely adopted in recent years. In P2P, peers
are collaborating to exchange content. The more peers in
the system, the more service capabilities can be gained.
It not only improves the scalability of the system, but
also reduces the costs on infrastructures. For example,

PPLive, one of the most popular Internet TV software in
China, once generated a integrated transfer rate at
600Gbps, while the PPLive server only provide 10Mbps
distribution bandwidth [7]. Popular live P2P streaming
applications, such as PPLive, PPStream and UUSee,
provide hundreds of channels and attract hundreds of
thousands of people.

While introducing benefit, P2P streaming also raises
some challenges. Since everyone can participate in
content delivering, they can spread content chosen or
generated themselves instead of the original one. This
phenomenon is called as content pollution [8, 16, 1], which
is one of the most common attack methods in P2P content
delivery networks, especially in file-sharing systems (for
example, more than half of the file copies in the KaZaA
networks were polluted [8]). Pollution in P2P streaming
was firstly studied by [17]. It states that content pollution
can be more serious in P2P streaming, because users
cannot delete polluted content explicitly and the user
experience in video streaming is sensitive to timing. But
in real P2P streaming no pollution phenomenon has been
reported (expect the experiment in [2]).

Moreover, peer behavior is hard to predict. They keep on
joining and leaving (so called churn in P2P). It makes
paths from the source to destinations difficult to establish
and maintain and interrupts coming chunk stream. To
handle this, the idea is to maintain a playout buffer and to
store chunks into the buffer. When sufficient amount of
continuous content has been buffered or at some fixed
offset delay from the original departure time. the
application begins to replay them. The stochastic fluid
model in [5] shows that buffering can bring more
improvements of performance.

There are three methods can be used for performance
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evaluation: mathematical analysis, simulation and
measurements of a live system. Among them
measurements study can provide most trustworthy
results. In P2P scenarios, measurement study has its
limitation. Firstly, as P2P systems are usually large-scale
and the location of peers are highly distributed around the
world, the cost on keeping tracks of the whole system’s
evolution is extremely high. Since we intend to observe
the system performance degradation as time flows,
measurement approach is not suitable for our work.

Another more important reason that we do not choose
measurement study is its feasibility in our case. Firstly,
in measurement study it is not easy and flexible to control
system parameters. In P2P system there are various
factors may influence the performance. To analyze the
impacts of different factors, it requires flexible adjustments
on system parameter settings, sometimes extreme
conditions are needed to set up. Secondly, behavior and
decision making of both user and attackers are aimed to
be included. To take a deep insight, tools more feasible
than measurement for it is needed.

In this paper a mathematical model based on stochastic
activity networks (SANs) for analyzing the push-based
live P2P streaming systems is built, which helps us to
have an overall look at large system easily. Simulations
are implemented to provide solutions for complex
mathematical models.

According to our knowledge, this is the first paper using
stochastic activity networks to analyze P2P streaming. It
provides a new line of thinking to model P2P streaming
systems from the perspective of the user. It analyzes the
necessary buffer size from the perspective of the QoS got
by the user, while previous study thought the problem
from the angel of scheduling strategies [19, 10] or capability
of clients serving [18]. It also gives an explanation why
while the theoretical result in [17] shows that the pollution
is expected to be serious in streaming, but there is no
report shows the pollution phenomenon in real P2P
streaming.

The paper is organized as follow. In section 2 the scenario
is described, as well as the approach. The SAN model is
built by Möbius [15,3]. It is also analyzed by the simulator
Möbius provides.  A brief introduction to SAN and Möbius
tool used for modeling and analysis is given in section3.
The detailed model is presented in section 4. Results
obtained by analyzing the model via simulation are
presented in section 5. In section 6 some remaining
research challenges are outlined. Section 7 gives some
concluding remarks.

2. Scenario: Push-based P2P Streaming

In P2P streaming systems, content are divided into
chunks and overlay peers relay these chunks. Chunks
are stored in the buffer until the buffer is full or offset delay
archived. There are two methods for delivering chunks from

the source to its destinations: push-based scheduling and
pull-based scheduling. In push-based scheduling, a
supplier peer makes the decision of which chunks will be
served to its neighbors. On the other hand, in pull-based
scheduling (also called receiver-driven or data-driven
mode), the receiver takes the initiative, and pulls the
chunks it wants from its neighbors. The hybrid push-pull
scheduling offers an emerging approach to achieve the
tradeoff between them. In hybrid systems, the receiver
requests certain neighbors to push chunks, meanwhile
the mesh-pull mode is still serving as a backup to pull the
missing chunks when their playback deadline is
approaching.

Compared to pull-based systems, push-based systems
can achieve higher throughput, lower overhead and smaller
start-up or channel switching delays. In this paper we
focus on push-based scheduling.

Push-based scheduling can be adopted in both tree-based
and mesh-based overlays. In tree-based overlay a peer
simply pushes the arriving chunks towards its downstream
peers in the tree. In mesh-based environment, peers form
a randomly connected over-lay, or a mesh, and maintain
a number of parents. It results in a directed overlay which
is fundamentally the same to multiple trees [11]. Especially
from the users’ perspective, the process of getting chunks
from tree-based and mesh-based overlay is identical.

Figure 2 shows how the process can be considered from
the perspective of a single user. To reflect the uncertainty
of the real world, the whole process of streaming should
be considered as a stochastic process. That means the
process is determined by certain predictable elements
and some random variables. The process can be roughly
described as follow.

When the user joins the system, it selects certain number
of parents to get chunks from. Then, the incoming chunks
are buffered until there are sufficient amount of chunks for
continuously playing. However, as mentioned before the
chunks delivery in P2P system is not highly reliable.
Departure of parents peers and the missing of chunks
can cause interruption of playing stream chunks. Original
chunks being replaced by corrupted ones also can lead
to the bad user experience and make the user leave the
system. All of these should be included in the model by
Stochastic Activity Networks.

3. Stochastic Activity Networks and Möbius

Stochastic activity networks (SANs) are an extension to
Petri net. Petri Net [20] is based on the ground of Markov
reward model. Actually, every Petri net model is able to
be mapped to an under layer Markov reward model. The
complexity of solving model built by Petri net rather than
Markov reward model is somehow increased, but it enables
a compact and precise modeling of systems. In our case,
various events and many times of condition checks needs
to be included, it is worthy to spend a little more time to
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Figure 1. Illustration of tree-based overlay, mesh-based overlay and buffer map
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Figure 2. Illustration of the use of the live P2P streaming

obtain the results, in order to build more compact model.
Petri Net has two primitive objectives: place and activity.
Places are graphically represented as disks. They may
contain a certain number of tokens. The number of tokens
distributed in the places represents a system state.
Activities, represented graphically as bars, indicate the
events which would happen. There are two different kinds
of activities: timed and instantaneous. A timed activity,
represented graphically as a thick vertical bar, has a
duration associated with its activity time distribution
function. An instantaneous activity, represented graphically
as a thin vertical line, completes immediately when it fires.

Compared with basic Petri Net, Stochastic Activity
Networks (SANs) has some extra elements: input gate
and output gate, as well as two operators Rep and Join
[12, 14]. Gates which represented graphically as triangles
may be introduced to control the flow of tokens. Input
gate limits the conditions under which its connected
activity can fire, as well as control the number of tokens
taken out. Output gate enables putting multiple tokens
into its connected place.

The operator Rep allows a certain number of replicas of a
SAN be generated. The operator Join enables the
composition of a number of SANs. Those SANs are in
fact conjuncted via common place(s) shared among them.
We use Möbius to build and obtain results from our SANs
model for P2P streaming system [15, 3].

4. Model for push-based live P2P streaming

This section introduces the model for push-based live P2P
streaming detailed. The entire model contains eight sub-
models as shown in Figure 3, describing a peer’s entire
“ life ” in the system, which include the procedures of
selecting parent(s), getting chunks, playing the content,
possible suspending and reconnecting to the system. All
the sub-models are presented in a logical order in the
rest part of this section.

4.1 Parents Selection
This sub-model describes what may happen when the
user is selecting its parent(s). Pollution is considered in
the model. Parent peers sending polluted chunks are
called “polluted parents”. Those sending clean chunks
are referred as “clean parents”. In the sub-model shown
in Figure 4.(a), tokens in the place “Polluted ” and “Clean”
represent the number of peers that can potentially serve
as the user’s parents. Tokens in the place “Polluted
Parents” and “Clean Parents” indicate the number of
polluted or clean parent(s) selected by the user. If the
user has not gotten enough parent peers (judged by the
input gate), the peer tries to select parent(s) from the
candidate sets. The fire of the activity “ParentsConnect ”
indicates that the user has selected a new parent. The
activity “Polluted Parents Leave” and “Clean Parents Leave”
present the departure of the parent peers.
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Figure 3. Composed Model for live P2P streaming

4.2 Chunks Delivery
We use two sub-models to describe the polluted and clean
chunks delivery respectively, which have the same
structures. Here, we take the sub-model for polluted
chunks delivery in Figure 4.(b) as the example.

When there is a token(s) in “Polluted Parents”, it means
the user is connected to a polluted parent(s). Since
polluted chunks in the application buffer cannot be deleted
explicitly, they will be sent from parents to children
automatically. The firing of the activity “ChunkDelivered ”
indicates that a chunk has been sent. The activity only
fires when there is no token in the place “Control”.

The “Control ” place is designed to make sure that the
model fits what happens in the real-world, i.e., the number
of chunks delivered never exceeds the number of chunks
generated by the source. If the chunks are delivered faster
than it should be, one token is put into the place “Control”
by the sub-model “RateControl ”.

Chunks successfully delivered are stored in the buffer,
the number of which is presented by the tokens in the
place “Polluted Chunks in Buffer”. Chunks lost or not been
received before the offset delay are indicated by the tokens
in the place “Polluted Chunks Lost ”.

Figure 4. Sub-model for parents selection and
chunks delivery
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4.3 Content Play
The sub-model in Figure 5 includes the events may occur
when stream is being played. When the number of tokens
in both “Polluted Chunks in Buffer” and “Clean Chunks in
Buffer ” reaches the buffer size, the P2P application then
activity “playing” fires moving tokens from the place
“Polluted Chunks in Buffer” or/and “Clean Chunks in Buffer”
to the place “Clean Chunks Played ” or/and “Polluted
Chunks Played ”. At the same time, it consumes tokens
in the place “Chunks Generated ” to calculate the number
of chunks generated by the source but not played by the
user yet.

Initially, there is a token in the place “Pause”, which indi-
cates that the user is waiting for the content to be played.
The place “Played ” records if the user has watched the
content or not. The place “Clean Content Watched ” records
if the user has watched clean content or not. These three
places are added to ease the system analysis.

4.4 Rate Control
As mentioned in section 4.2, in the model we use a sub-
model shown in Figure 6 to make sure that the number of
chunks delivered to the user is always not greater than
the number generated. A token is kept in the place
“Source” to indicate that the source is online. Chunks are

Clean_Chunks_in_Buffer
Clean_Chunks_Played

played
Pause

Disconnect

Polluted Chunks in Buffer Polluted_Chunks_Played

Clean_Content_Watched

Chunks_Generated

playing

Figure 5. Sub-model for content play
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generated with a deterministic rate by the firing of the
activity “ChunksGenerating”. The two input gates
determine if the number of chunks delivered is greater
than that generated or not.

4.5 Pause
When all chunks in the buffer are consumed, content play
is immediately paused. The user should wait for new
available chunks coming to fill the buffer. The fire of the
activity “playstop” in the sub-model in Figure 7. (a)
represents that. It moves a token into the place “Pause”.
A space named “PauseTime”, records the number of times
that play is paused.

Source
ChunksGenerating Chunks_Generated

ControlSet

Clean_Chunks_Lost
Control

Polluted_Chunks_in_BufferPolluted_Chunks_Lost
ControlClear

Clean_Chunks_in_Buffer

Figure 6. Sub-model for delivery rate control
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Figure 7. Sub-model for play pause and user departure

4.6 Leave
The sub-model in Figure 7. (b)considers the situations
under which the user disconnects to the system. We
assume that the user disconnects to the system in four
cases: first, the ratio of polluted chunks played to clean
chunks played becomes higher than certain preset value;
second, the absolute number of polluted chunks the user
has watched exceeds certain threshold; third, the number
of chunks lost on delivery is too high; and fourth, the user
has experienced too many play pauses. An input gate
checks if these conditions have been met. If any of them
is met, the activity  “leave” fires.

4.7 Reconnect
When user is unsatisûed with the QoS provided by the
current parent peer, he or she can reconnect to the system
again. This sub-model as in Figure 8 captures this
behavior. If there is a token in the place “Disconnect”, an
instantaneous activity ûres to and an output gate sets
the model back to the initial condition and start to search
parent peers again. All procedure will be repeated.

5. QoS study

In this section we use the model to analyze the QoS
provided by P2P streaming systems. Measures used to
evaluate the QoS are listed as follow:

T
Clean

, T
polluted 

, T
waiting

, the expected time the user spends
on watching clean content, polluted content and waiting
for the buffer to be filled respectively

 N
waiting 

, the expected number of times that the user is
waiting for the buffer to be filled

N
reconnection 

, the expected number of times that the user
disconnects to the system and join in again

There are two ways for obtaining solutions for the model
established by SANs in Möbius: simulation and numerical
solvers. Although numerical solvers can offer more exact
solutions than simulation, they are less suited for large
state-space descriptions as in our case. Therefore, we
use simulation to obtain the results from the model. The
simulator is also provided by the modeling tool Möbius.
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The confidence level is set to 95%, corresponding error
bars are shown on the figures.

In all the experiments each chunk contains 1 second of
stream content and all chunks are delivered through a
single tree. The parameter settings are as in Table 1. Here
we consider the worst case for the user. That is his or her
polluted parent neither leaves the system or stops
delivering polluted chunks. Therefore, he or she needs to
detect the pollution and handle it his-or herself. In all the
experiments, events in the first 60 minutes from the user
connects to the streaming system are recorded. We focus
on the impacts from pollution, churn and the buffer size.

Figure 8. Sub-model for reconnection

Activity or Place Name Parameters Value

Polluted_Parents_Leave         ι
P

     0

ChunkGenerating         λ     60

playing         λ     60

Polluted_Parents        N
P

varies

Clean_Parents_Leave         ι
c

varies

ChunkDelivered          λ     60

ParentsConnect          τ varies

Clean_Parents         N
c

varies

Table1. Parameter Settings

5.1 Influence from the fraction of pollution
To study the QoS of the system with different fraction of
pollution, we varies the number of possible pollution
parents, N

P
. It is varied from 0 to 5, while the number of

clean parent candidates,  N
c
, is 5 initially. An unexpected

results shown in Figure 9.(a) is that the time user spent
on watching polluted content, T

polluted
, only takes a very

small fraction of entire time it spends, even under the
situation that half of peers it can connect with are polluted.

A possible explanation of that is although users cannot

delete polluted chunks in the application buffer explicitly,
they can easily become aware that they are being attacked
and get rid of the pollution efficiently by just reconnecting
to the system. In the experiment we assume that people
will reconnect to the system after watching polluted
content for 5 seconds.

Figure 9. The relationship between the QoS provided
by streaming system and the fraction of pollution

It means even pollution can exponentially increase [17],
it has very limited directly impacts on the user’s
experience. Thus, driving P2P streaming users away from
the system by pollution seems not an efficient method.
That can be the reason why in [17] it is state that pollution
can be serious in streaming but actually almost no report
about it in real world.
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In the experiments, reconnections are mostly triggered
by polluted content. To deal with pollution, the user re-
connects to the system again until getting a clean par-
ent. Once the user begins to watch clean content, he or
she enters a relative stable watching period until the clean
parent leaves. The number of reconnections the user ex-
pected to have during the 60 minutes, N

reconnection
, is shown

in Figure 9.(b). It can be seen that compares to T
polluted 

,

N
reconnection

 more depends on the absolute number of clean
peers in the system. Therefore, if there is enough clean
peers in the system. The pollution can not affect the sys-
tem significantly.

5.2 Buffer Size and Churn
In Figure 9.(a), it can be seen that, T

waiting
 is much longer

than T
polluted 

. It means the user most likely will have
unhappy experience from pauses than from pollution. In
this section, besides T

waiting
, we also use N

waiting
, the

expected number of times that the user is waiting for chunks
coming, to evaluate user experience.

As shown in Figure 10.(a), N
waiting 

is closely related with
the buffer size. The increase of buffer size reduces N

waiting
significantly when the buffer size is small. However, once
the buffer size already reaches certain value, like around
30 to 50 in the experiment, the increase of it no longer
brings a dramatic decrease of N

waiting
.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. The relation between the QoS provided
by streaming system and the buffer size

On the other hand, T
waiting

 seems not influenced by the

buffer size much as shown in Figure 10.(b). It is because
when the buffer size becomes large, although the number
of pauses decreases, the time spent on filling the buffer
increases. In all, the total time spent on waiting of the
buffer to be filled varies little.

Actually, it is the churn rate which has the great impacts
on T

waiting
. Because once the parent serving chunks leaves

the system it takes some time to select another. Figure
11 shows the how the churn rate of clean parents and the
mean time spent on establishing the connection to one
parent influences T

waiting
.

Figure 11. The relation between the QoS provided by
streaming system and churn, the average time spent on

selecting on parent

6. Further Extensions

6.1 From Single Tree to Multiple Tree and Mesh
In multiple tree-based streaming systems video streams
are divided to substreams, based on coding (Layered
Coding or Multiple Description Coding) or simple
scheduling. Then each substream is delivered over its
corresponding subtree, which has same structure with
an ordinary single tree. To model this, we can use k pairs
of sub-models in Figure 4 and Figure 5 to represent k
subtrees and connect them together by the common
places between them and other sub-models.

In Layered Coding (LC), the base layer provides a basic
level of quality and can be decoded independently of the
enhancement layers [4]. Each enhancement layer serves
only to refine the base layer quality and alone is not useful.
To differentiate the quality contained in different kinds of
layer chunks, places indicating the number of chunks in
buffer can not be common. However, in order to differentiate
chunks, isolated places indicating buffers should be used.

In Multiple Description Coding (MDC), each description
alone can guarantee a basic level of reconstruction quality
of the source, and every additional description can further
improve that quality [13]. Therefore, in the model these
descriptions can be considered as identical. A common
place can be used to connect every subtrees. The number
of tokens in it can be used to analyze the quality of video
the user gets.

In real P2P streaming implementations, round robin can
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be used to decompose a video stream into k substreams
by grouping chunks according to the following scheme:
the ith sub-stream contains chunks with sequence
numbers (nk + i ), where n is a non-negative integer, and i
is a positive integer from 1 to k [6]. To model this, similar
method can be used as in MDC.

Since mesh overlay is very similar to multiple trees, the
same approaches can be used to analyze mesh-based
streaming.

6.2 Considering Different Levels
Generally, the closer the peer to the source the higher
QoS it gets, because of the short path with less interrupts.
A possible way to find out the different experience user
gets between levels can be done as follow. Peers in the
first level connecting to the source directly only suffer
from bad network environment. However, their experience
and behavior influences their children peers. Thus, we can
use the data of parent peers to analyze the experience
the of their children peers.

For multiple tree case, the level of user stay can be
considered of each tree can be considered respectively.
For example, a model can be formed by a considering
the user stays at the second level of a subtree and stays
at the bottom of two other subtrees. By combining sub-
models for these subtrees together, the performance of
multiple tree structure can be analyzed.

7. Conclusion

A SANs model is developed to study the push-based live
P2P streaming systems, in which pollution, peer churn,
buffer size, etc. are considered. Examples about how to
use the model to analyze the systems are given. It shows
that even the pollution spreads widely the fraction of time
user spent on polluted content can still be very limited.
But it may cause the user leaving and rejoining system
before it finds reliable providers. The results can explain
why there is difference between theoretical results and
there a reality in [17]. It also points out the increase of
buffer size can no long bring an obvious improvement once
the buffer size has reached certain threshold. Interestingly,
the results fit with the value mentioned in [9] after some
overlay optimization is made. The model can be extended
to have a deep insight into P2P streaming system, on
which we have given a further discussion.
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